
Here is a sample of eight students’ responses to Exercise One. 



Exercise #1 
 
Observe your chosen subjects for one hour.  Take notes on what you see in whatever way 
organically makes sense to you.  Write a report for me on your observations.  Do this 
also in whatever way organically makes sense to you. 
 



1.1  (Jorge Angarita)  There are a number of elements to this student’s work that establish 
a good foundation for best practice.  It is essentially an activity list but includes, 
amazingly, the time at which each activity occurred, numbers that help describe what was 
observed, a sketch of the space he was watching and contextual notes that helped him 
remember what else was going on at the time.  This is an excellent first attempt, indeed. 
 
Note that the student’s write-up is basically a digital version of his in-the-field jottings.  
This provides an excellent opportunity to reflect on the advantages and disadvantages of 
each form of the information.  In general, a straight-forward, digital transcription of 
information may be more legible but it is not as interesting as the hand-written version -- 
nor nearly as informative about the researcher’s process and mindset.  The handwritten 
notes have texture, character, visuals, false starts, corrections, and ways of emphasizing 
or de-emphasizing things that instantly reveal much about the researcher’s frame of mind 
throughout the session.   
 
In terms of communicating our work to others, going forward, the trick will be to take 
advantage of what digital re-presentations let us do uniquely well without losing too 
much of the information that is so beautifully captured by our handwritten notes.  For our 
own purposes, however, it is important to remember to keep looking at one’s field notes – 
not just the cleaned-up responses based on them -- for the best clues about one’s process 
and progress as a fieldworker.  



Jorge Angarita

Open Observation - Chimps

12:15 – 4 visible outdoors / 2 sleeping inside

  > 2 grooming

  > 2 eating & hanging out

* Chimp cage plan — ref. to real notes

12:19 – Still in the same spots. Under the shade

2 eating > one is no longer visible

   stopped eating - sleeping, laying down

2 grooming > only one appears to be working. The other 

 changing positions.

12:23 – Major activity: 2 sleeping inside came outdoors.

2 grooming followed > not visible anymore.

12:27 – New group formation. 2 grooming + 2 males eating next.

12:28 – One of the eating males approached the one being groomed

Next for a bit, now 2 chimps grooming another.

A fifth seating next to them.

12:31 – 4 walked inside, the one left changed spot, another one 

walked out. 

Trying not to disturb them, glancing and looking away.

I'm staying on the same spot, hopefully one will approach me.

Some have glanced… not sure if they can see me properly.

12:36 – Not much going on.

  Looked away, now the one outside is out of sight.

12:37 – Changing spot, nobody is outside.

12:38 – Inside now

4 are laying. 1 is grooming & just made the groomed 

change position.



12:42 – 2 just walked out.

It appears that some of them follow the others.

12:44 – Groomer stopped. Now just eating / chewing

12:45 – Major activity, groomer awlked out.

Another seemed bothered and stood up.

12:46 – Somebody came back originally to groom. briefly mutual, 

now they exchanged roles.

12:50 – grooming continues laying down.

12:51 – male groomer walked away the other one looked confused 

for a bit & now self grooming.

12:55 - No activity. Session finished.





 






